INTRODUCTION
Recent improvements in structural biology have greatly increased the number of protein three-dimensional (3D) structures (1) . These have culminated in Structural Genomics projects (2) , which aim to solve the structures for all proteins as a means to understanding function. Methods to annotate function through structure are thus now of growing importance (3, 4) .
Proteins of known structure, but of unknown function are typically compared to databases of other structures to discover functional relationships. One class of methods such as DALI (5, 6) , VAST (7), SSAP (8) or STAMP (9) compare structures to a database using alignments, and thus find proteins with a similar fold (common spatial arrangements of secondary structure elements in the same order along the sequence). Such similarities can identify ancient evolutionary relationships that are not always apparent when only sequences are known, but that are often associated with a similarity in function. Indeed, the location of active sites or binding surfaces or substrate type is often conserved and their function can be easily tested by further experiments (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) .
However, search methods based on structural alignment do not always provide functional clues. This is clear if a protein adopts a new fold (i.e. does not resemble any known structure), but problems can also arise when proteins adopt very common folds that perform many different functions, such as b/a-(TIM)-barrel, ferredoxin or immunoglobulin-like structures (21) . Here functional inferences are difficult to make, as structural alignments can show an equal degree of similarity between functionally similar and dissimilar proteins.
An alternative strategy is to obtain functional clues by detecting local structural patterns associated with a particular function, which can be common to proteins with different folds. Residues within these patterns are not necessarily adjacent in the protein sequence and can occur in any order. A classic example of this phenomenon is the trypsin-like catalytic triad, which nature has reinvented more than ten times (22) , although several other instances have been reported (23) (24) (25) . These functionally important similarities cannot be detected by sequence comparison or structural alignments and require methods that are independent of sequence or fold similarity (23, (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) .
The PINTS (Patterns in Non-homologous Tertiary Structures, http://pints.embl.de) server allows such similarities to be uncovered. Unlike previous methods, it also provides a measure of statistical significance similar to that used by BLAST (32) (33) (34) . This lets the user easily assess whether a match is likely to have functional implications or is a background match found by chance. PINTS also aids functional annotation of new structures by providing databases with functionally relevant patterns, thus avoiding the need to consider many non-functional (e.g. structural) matches that might arise when comparing entire structures.
ABOUT PINTS
At the heart of the server is a protein structure comparison method that uses a depth-first search method (similar to that described in 23). It finds all possible patterns of residues (or atoms or points defined by other criteria) common to two sets of coordinates, which are both close in space and geometrically similar, as measured by comparison of inter-residue distances.
For each pattern found we calculate the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the matched atoms. RMSD accurately scores the difference between two sets of coordinates and is often used in structure comparison [as for example in SPASM (29, 35) , which allows the comparison of patterns to databases of protein structures]. However, the RSMD that implies a meaningful similarity is highly dependent on the *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: þ49 6221 387 473; Fax: þ49 6221 387 517; Email: russell@embl.de number and type of atoms being compared. To avoid ambiguities, or the choice of an arbitrary RMSD cut-off for any particular pattern, we provide a measure of statistical significance based on a rigorous model for the behavior of RMSD (36) . PINTS gives E-values similar to those used in sequence searches that assess the probability that the obtained matches occurred just by chance without further functional implications (32, 33) . Measures of statistical significance also mean that matches with different numbers of amino acid residues and atoms can be easily compared across different searches, and permit a single cut-off to be applied. RMSD alone can place insignificant matches with fewer residues/ atoms above those that are larger and significant, in spite of a higher RMSD. It is this feature that sets PINTS apart from previously used methods (23, (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) or servers (35) that perform such searches.
THE PINTS SERVER
The PINTS server provides an easy-to-use interface and offers several databases of complete protein structures or patterns (Table 1) . Search results are kept for eight days and can be retrieved by an identifier, Email or IP address as preferred. The server currently allows for three types of searches, as illustrated in Figure 1 .
Protein versus pattern database
For a new protein structure, hints about function or the location of a functional site can come from searches against databases of patterns likely to be of functional importance (Table 1) . For the ligand binding sites database we collected residues that have at least one atom within 3.0 Å of a HETATM entry (excluding waters). The surface residues database contains all residues with a relative accessibility >25% as measured by DSSP (37) and the SITE annotations database gives those defined by structural biologists as forming a functional site (SITE entries in PDB files).
Pattern versus protein database
The recurrence of a known functional or an interesting new pattern in other structures can suggest common properties. We therefore allow patterns of up to 10 residues to be compared to protein databases (i.e. containing complete structures) at different levels of redundancy (Table 1) or the pattern databases above. The user can either upload patterns in PDB format or select them from larger structures by an easy syntax.
Pairwise comparison
We distinguish between the three types of comparisons because a single, all-encompassing, all-against-all search, would greatly increase the search space. This not only affects the CPU time, but has a critical effect on the statistics: searching more amino acids increases the number of random matches, and can have the effect of burying true matches in noise. For example, a protein versus pattern search comparing trypsin to a database of functional patterns, or a pattern versus protein database search comparing only the catalytic triad (1mct: His-57, Asp-102, Ser-195) to a database of whole structures identifies true functional similarities to be significant. However, a pairwise comparison between trypsin and subtilisin detects the similarity, but does not find it to be significant owing to the large number of background matches introduced by the comparison of two whole proteins (of 223 and 275 amino acids, respectively). This is not a limitation of the method, but a fact of life when searching for similarities within large databases (38) .
We currently restrict the search parameters to standard settings that we know would be applicable to a wide variety of different submissions (maximum pattern diameter 15 Å , distance tolerance during the depth-first search 3 Å , exclusion of hydrophobic residues from the search, minimum and maximum number of residues per pattern 3 and 10, respectively).
For all searches, matches up to a user-defined E-value maximum and that contain at least three residues are reported. We allow for partial matches to be detected, which is particularly important if an active site is not fully understood or when the similarity may not cover the whole of a pre-defined site. Automatically or manually annotated patterns (such as the ligand binding sites or the SITE annotations database entries in PINTS) often contain additional residues that are not absolutely required for function.
Matches are ranked by their statistical significance and the equivalent residues and associated RMSDs are provided, as are cross-references to useful on-line resources such as PDB (1), SCOP (39), NCBI-Entrez (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ Entrez/) and PDBsum (40) (41) (42) . For visual inspection with RasMol (43), we provide superimposed coordinates for both the matched patterns alone (i.e. the equivalent residues) and within the whole protein context. 
BENCHMARKING AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
A detailed benchmark of PINTS is difficult to achieve as there is currently no large reliable resource of similar protein active sites. However, we have tested the method on a large set of known similarities and found that virtually all could be detected with statistical significance (36) . We compared a set of protein structures recently determined by structural genomics projects (3) to a database of residues from proteins of known structure in contact with bound ligands (Table 1) . Inspection of the matches revealed that highly similar binding sites had E < 10 À5 , those with similar chemical groups had values in the range of 10 À4 -10 À2 and negatives had E > 0.1. Although these values vary with the size of the database used, they can guide interpretation of the results during structural annotation.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
We are constantly updating the PINTS server and aim to serve the structural biology community in the best possible way. Currently, we are adding a pattern database of residues that are conserved in homologous sequences suggesting an important structural or functional role. In addition, we are implementing a BLAST-based filter (34) that detects proteins with high sequence identity and removes them from the search. This filter will enable us to allow searches with entire structures against protein databases. We will also soon permit searches with patterns that contain non-protein atoms such as functionally important water molecules. As our experience grows with the users' needs, we will also allow more freedom in defining parameters such as conservative amino acid substitutions, or those related to pattern dimensions restricted during the depthfirst search algorithm.
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
The BLAST-based filter is now in place, and we currently allow searches with proteins of up to 100 amino acids against databases of whole structures. (Table 1) . Top scoring matches shown on the left (equivalent patterns circled) are to the subtilisin-like fold (E ¼ 0.4, 1cse, subtilisin), the a/b-hydrolases (E ¼ 0.8, 1jkm, carboxylesterase) and the flaxodoxin-like cutinases (E ¼ 0.8, 1cex, cutinase). (C) Pairwise comparison of entire proteins: we compared cytochrome c6 (1c75) and the multiheme cytochrome c7 (1hh5). Three similarities were detected, all involving the CxxCH heme attachment site, of which one is present in cytochrome c6 (residues 32,35,36) and three in c7 (1: 26,29,30, E ¼ 10 À6 ; 2: 49,52,53, E ¼ 0.18; 3: 62,65,66, E ¼ 3.6 Â 10 À4 ). The match to site 2 also identified an additional serine (residue 44 in c6 and 55 in c7) common to both proteins.
